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LET’S INCREASE PAGEVIEWS!

SEO sounds scary, but we promise it isn’t. If it’s something that we can figure 
out, you can too! We’re all about keeping things simple and effective. If you’re 
ready for your pageviews to start growing, you need to make sure you’re 
implementing SEO correctly. We’re going to break down the simple steps to 
make sure your blog posts are performing correctly, help you set up a system, 
and then boom, you’re done!

So what is SEO? It stands for Search Engine Optimization, which means, 
when you search in Google or Pinterest, the things that pop up immediately 
have been search engine optimized perfectly! SEO is the key to answering 
someone’s question. This is the way you’re going to capitalize on the things 
people are searching for.

SEO focuses on keywords or key phrases, meaning those key things that 
people are searching for. The easiest way to figure these out is to think about 
how you Google things and what you think other people are searching.

Let’s say you’re a food blogger in Austin. If someone searches “best food in 
Austin,” you want your content to be the first thing they see. We’re going to 
show you how to do that!

SEO is a long game. It’s not something you’re going to get immediate results 
from. It could take anywhere from a year to see the results, but you’re not 
going to get anywhere if you don’t start. We’re going to get you to the point 
where you feel confident about your blog’s SEO. If you use the SEO tips we’re 
going to show you, you’re going to be more likely to show up at the top and, 
over time, drive crazy traffic! We’re going to break it down into a 4-week 
system, So let’s dive right in
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WEEK 1: FUTURE CONTENT

Week 1, we’re going to focus on future content and setting up a system for new 
blog posts. Put your past content on the back burner for now. This means that 
from this point forward, your blog posts are going to be done correctly. There 
are a few things you can automatically start with.

KEYWORDS
You want to make sure strategic keywords are showing up throughout the blog, 
meaning in the title, in the content, and in your images through the alt text.

The alt text of your image can be found when you upload an image into your 
post. It will give you an option to change the title, description, etc. There, you 
will find the option to change the alt text. In the alt text box, put those key 
phrases or the blog post name (which has your key phrase). 

Next, put your keyword or phrase throughout the content and especially in the 
title. Definitely in the first or second paragraph is where you want the most 
focus on those keywords.

YOAST
There is a free tool to help you learn this and show you where to put 
everything, it’s called Yoast. In Wordpress, you can install the Yoast plugin. 
Yoast makes sure that you’re putting those keywords or key phrases in those 
places we just talked about! When you’re writing a blog post, it will tell you 
where you need the SEO that you’re forgetting and give you an easy checklist 
to keep you on track!
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ANSWERTHEPUBLIC.COM
Answer the Public is also a great free tool to use. Answer the Public shows 
what people are searching for. If you’re writing a travel post about Jamaica, 
you can search in Answer the Public “Jamaica” to see the most popular things 
that people are searching about Jamaica. You can take some of those most-
searched keywords and put them throughout your post, even as headers or in a 
FAQ section. This will work even better in Google if you put those key phrases 
as headers in an h2, h3, or h4 font.

ABOVE ALL
You want to make sure that the keywords you’re using are actually being 
searched for. We know we’ve repeated this, but if no one is searching for it, no 
matter how perfect they’re set up in your blog, no one is going to find it.

Let’s say you have a really cute series on your blog with a fun name, for 
example if you’re a fashion blogger, “The Closet Challenge.” This is a great 
name and a great idea, but no one is going to search for “Closet Challenge.” 
Instead of using that branded content as the extent to your SEO, you can add 
keywords onto it. So for your title, add a dash or colon to extend and add 
those keywords that will help people find that content. “The Closet Challenge: 
Clothing Organization for Beginners.”

You can do this with anything, such as a fun name for your weekly scheduled 
content, like “Tuesday Talk.” No one is going to search for “Tuesday Talk,” so 
add on with what you’re going to be discussing that week. “Tuesday Talk - How 
to Organize Shoes.”

The whole point of blogging is serving your audience. If you’re not giving them 
searchable content that meets their needs, what is the point? Of course, insert 
your uniqueness, but be strategic about it to make sure you’re always driving 
traffic no matter what.

That sounds like a lot for week 1, but start small. Plan out your blog posts, set 
up Yoast, check out Answer The People, and follow the tips we’ve given you to 
make sure everything is set up perfect.
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WEEK 2: OLD PHOTOS

Again, when uploading an image, it will give you the option to change the alt 
text. In the alt text box, put those key phrases or the blog post name. You can 
go into your media section in the backend of your blog (this can be found on 
Wordpress and other platforms) and see all of your media there so it’s easier to 
bulk edit those descriptions.

WEEK 3: PAST CONTENT

Now that you have your system set up to boost SEO on your future posts, let’s 
go back and see what we need on the old posts.

Do your pictures need updated? Do the titles need changed? Are keywords 
found anywhere throughout? Does the post need deleted all together, or 
completely rewritten?

It’s okay to start over on posts, repurpose them, or make entirely new posts 
based on the posts you deleted, especially if they’re going to come back 
better. You can also go back and see what old posts are doing good on your 
website, and which are doing poorly. Focus on the ones doing bad and ask 
yourself those questions and see what you can do to fix them, or simply delete 
them. If the post is fantastic but just isn’t getting the attention it deserves, go 
back and give it a boost to really show people the great content you have.
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ANOTHER TIP IS INTERLINKING. If your post is similar, or in 
reference to something that you already have a blog about, link to it. If you do 
this, it will show Google (and Pinterest) that you have authority on that topic 
and that keyword. Linking those similar posts together, such as Italian recipes, 
will show Google that your website is the place to be if someone wants to find 
Italian recipes. This will give you a much higher ranking with Google.

Adding links to that blog post from your blog will also give readers the chance 
to check out other posts and stick around on your site for as long as possible. 
This will lower your bounce rate, which is people leaving your website. You want 
them to stay on your site as long as possible, so keep them there by showing 
more of your fantastic content.

WEEK 4: PLAN AHEAD

It’s time to brainstorm new blog content so that you have time to do that 
research on how to make it searchable. Planning out your content ahead of time 
will allow you the time to make sure those posts have absolutely perfect SEO! 
Utilize tools like Answer the Public & Google Keywords, and poll your audience 
on social media. 

And there you have it. The perfect SEO plan to explode your blog traffic. Sound 
a little overwhelming? We suggest starting today. Start with your next blog post.

Do some research, put those keywords in the places we talked about, and 
use our plan to expand it to your whole blog. Take baby steps to get up this 
mountain of blogging, take your time, and work hard. It takes a little extra work, 
but it’s 100% worth it. We believe in you and we know that you can do it!

If you need any help, let us know in our Facebook group “Thrive Blogging 
Community.” You’re never alone in this! Happy Optimizing!




